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PATH-37. LIQUID BIOPSY FOR IDENTIFICATION OF NEWLY 
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INTRODUCTION: In patients with newly diagnosed intracerebral 
lesions based on MRI, gliomas are often suspected, but MRI is rarely de-
finitive thus necessitating biopsy. For non-enhancing lesions involving elo-
quent or deep-seated structures, diagnosis can be especially challenging as 
biopsy may be relatively risky or undesirable to the patient. In this study, 
analysis of plasma isolated cell-free DNA and exosome mRNA and miRNA 
from newly diagnosed glioma patients and from cancer-free volunteers was 
used to predict disease.  METHODS: Blood was drawn from 40 patients 
with newly diagnosed gliomas (28 high grade glioma (HGG), 12 low grade 
(LGG)) and 10 healthy volunteers without documented history of cancer. 
High quality DNA and RNA was isolated and sequenced using Next Gen-
eration Sequencing and Digital Droplet PCR was used for detection and 
verification of trace molecular artefacts. Multianalyte processing yielded 
data that was harmonized and interpreted through an Artificial Intelligence 
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based algorithm to assess for possible glioma and to assign grade. EGFRviii 
and IDH1 mutations were also analyzed and compared to molecular test-
ing from tumor specimens. RESULTS: 97.5% (39 of 40) of glioma patients 
were deemed to have gliomas by plasma testing. 96% of HGG patients and 
67% of the LGG patients were correctly graded. Of the 10 healthy controls, 
8 were concluded to be cancer-free. Two of the patients were suspicious for 
malignancy, of which one was possible glioma. IDH1 and EGFRviii muta-
tion had concordance at 74 % (26/35) and 59% (12/16), respectively. CON-
CLUSIONS: Analysis of plasma cell free tumor derived DNA and RNA was 
highly sensitive for detecting glioma with high agreement in grading as well. 
In patients with newly diagnosed intracerebral lesions, this may be a useful 
screening test to determine the need for more invasive testing, i.e. biopsy/
resection. Further testing in blinded samples from brain tumor patients and 
healthy subjects will follow.




